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(Under Section 154 Cr. PC.)
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informant free of cost. , I
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To,
The
Bagdogra PS,

Siliguri Police

Sub : FlR.

Sir,

With due respec-t, I am producing herewith 05 (Five) accused persons namely 1) Rahul Kumar Mishra (2g)
s/o sarwan Kumar Mishra of Panchobh, PS Bishan Pur, Dist. Darbhanga, Bihar 2) Kumar Rahul izel ,/o Nirmal Kumar Jhaof 48, Amarnath Road, Shiva Apartment, PS Uttar Para, Dist. Hoogly, West Bengal, 3) Chetanan Jha (30) s/o Jitendra Jhaof Panchobh, PS Bishan Pur, Dist. Darbhanga, Bihar, 4) Hrishikesh chowdhury e1l s/opawan Chowdhury of panchobh, pS
Bishan Pur, Dist. Darbhanga, Bihar, 5) Kumar Rishav (23) s/o Nirmal KumarJha of Ashakutir, Rajkumarganj, near Ram JankiHospital, Po Lalbagh, PS Town, Dist. Darbhanga, Bihar (Not verified) brought under arrest ana ine following articles under
seizure. The ground of arrest duly been communicated with him.

1) 14 (Fourteen) bottles of casalton whiskey (each bottle containing 750 ml,) in a light green briefcase large size carryingrointly by 1) Rahul Kumar Mishra 2) Kumar Rahul
2) 8 (Eieht) bottles of storling reserve whiskey 87 (each bottle containing 750 ml,) in a light green briefcase large sizecarrying jointly by 1) Rahul Kumar Mishra 2) Kumar Rahul
3) 24 (Twenty four) bottles of lconiq white spl. lnternational Grand whiskey (each bottle containing 750 ml,) in a blackcriefcase large size carrying jointly by chetanan Jha, 4) Hrishikesh chowdhury
ai 05 (Five) bottles of Haywards 5000 Premium Strong bear (each bottle containing 500 ml,) in a black briefcase large size:arrying jointly by Chetanan Jha, 4) Hrishikesh Chowdhury
5 60 (sixtv) bottles of Mountain oak superior grain whiskey (each bottle containing 1g0 ml,) in a light green briefcasesrall size carrying by Kumar Rishav
5, 03 (Three) briefcase various colour and various size.

l' ASI Nirad chandra Roy presently attached with BDR PS under your kind control beg to state that today i.e. on19 03'2024 at 18'30 hrs I received a secret source information that 05 (Five) persons are larrying huge quantities ofLiquors in 03 (Three) briefcase jointly at Biharmore area. Accordingly, I diarized the fact in the General diary vide NJp ps
GDE No' 952 dated 79'03'2024 and informed the fact to you. As pei your kind direction and instruction myself along withA5l shesh Nath Jha and force all of BDR Ps, SPc left for Biharmoie under ps-BDR, Dist.- Darjeeling to work out theinformation in hand' At about 18.50 hrs we arrived Biharmore, ps- BDR, Dist,- Darjeeling and belng identified by thesource I found the said accused persons were found jointly carrying 03 (Three) briefcase. tlhen apprehended them anddisclosed our identity and being searched found the above noted selzed articles. During interrogation they disclosed theiridentity as noted above and also disclosed that they were carrying the same to sale at Bihar on the occasion of Holyfestivals illegally for their illegal gain. on demand they failed to proiuce any documents/licence in respect of said seizedliquor' Aicordingly, I seized the above noted liquor from their joint possession under proper seizure list and arrestedthem under proper memo of arrest and observing all the formalities of arrest. The whole process of search, seizure andarrest was made in between 19.05 hrs to 19,35 hrs.

Under the above noted fact and circumstances, l, therefore, pray before your kind honour that a specific caseunder proper section of law may kindly be started against the accused persons namely 1) Rahul Kumar Mishra (2g) s/oSarwan (umar Mishra of Panchobh, PS Bishan Pur, Dist. Darbhanga, Bihar 2) Kumar Rahui {261 slo Nirmal Kumar Jha ofzl{1, Amarnath Road, shiva Apartment, PS Uttar Para, Dist. Hoogly, west Bengal, 3) chetanan Jha (30) s/o Jiten$ra Jha ofPanchobh, PS Bishan Pur, Dist' Darbhanga, Bihar, 4) Hrishikestr chowdhury (21) s/o pawan chowal-u; o;,ffiil;;
Bishan Pur, Dist' Darbhanga, Bihar, 5) Kumar Rishav (23) s/o Nirmal Kumar Jha of Ashakutir, Rajkumarganj, near Ram Jankiilospital, Po Lalbagh, PS Town, Dist. Darbhanga, Bihar (Not verified) and arrange for its investilation.
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